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Season 49, Episode 113
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Ep. #12342



Jack assures Julia that despite his memory loss, he knows he is nothing like Julias ex. Julia agrees and they kiss - and neither one wants to stop. Meanwhile, Carly realizes that Jack was with the woman whom she met at the water park. She recalls JJs name and ultimately gets an address and rushes off to find him. Later, Jack and Julias near lovemaking is interrupted by a knock on the door! Jordan visits Rosanna. When she learns that Jennifer has broken with him, Rosanna wants to make things right. Meanwhile, as Will comforts his mother, Paul returns to town determined to find out from Barbara where James is. Jennifer convinces Paul that his hope is futile and Paul worries about Rosanna. But, before Jennifer can tell Paul about Rosanna and Jordan, Rosanna unexpectedly shows up. Paul attempts to apologize and reconnect, but Rosanna remains unmoved. Jennifer then informs Paul that Rosanna slept with Jordan. Meanwhile, Will reveals that he actually hates his mother and is plotting some kind of revenge. Aaron runs into Dusty and Lucy and learns they are a couple. Lucy confides to Aaron her fear that Dusty feels he needs to change for her. Meanwhile, Dusty tells Dominic he wants in on the boxing plan.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
9 September 2004, 14:00
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